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Bicycles  



Product Guidelines
For our auctions, we’re looking for:

● Vintage and antique bicycles:
○ Manufactured in Europe, the US or Japan.
○ Manufactured up until 1980. We might 

make exceptions for younger bicycles if 
they are particularly rare or of exceptional 
collectable value.

○ At least in restorable condition.

● Rare and original collectable parts, accessories 
and bicycle-related antiques:
○ Manufactured up until 1980.

● Lots with a minimum estimated value of €75.

In our Bicycle auctions, our customers can find 
classic and vintage collectable bicycles, parts, 
accessories and bicycle-related antiques.



Suitable Collectable Bicycles
For our auctions, we’re looking for:

● Classic and antique bicycles or racing bicycles manufactured in Europe, the US or Japan and 
manufactured up until 1980.

● More recent European, US or Japanese bicycles (manufactured up until 2010), only if in excellent 
condition, artisanal or very limited production (<100 units) and of collectable value.



Unsuitable Bicycles

Not suitable:

✘ E-bikes.

✘ Mass produced bicycles made after 1980.

✘ Cheap or medium-priced models that are not collectable and/or are generally available.



Bicycle Parts
For our auctions, we’re looking for rare and collectable original bicycle parts manufactured up until 1980 and with a 
minimum value of at least €75*, including:

● Gear sets
● Saddles
● Racing frames
● Lighting equipment
● Handlebars, forks, hubs and brake parts

Not suitable:
✘ Reproduction parts/non-original parts.

✘ Recently made parts that are generally available.

* One lot can be made up of more than one item to reach the minimum estimated value of €75.



Bicycle Collectables 
We’re looking for rare bicycle collectables, with a minimum value of at least €75, including:

● Original advertising signs and promotional materials in good condition and manufactured up until 1980.
● Vintage bicycle clothing, yellow jerseys, etc. Any autographed items will be considered for the Sports Memorabilia 

auction.
● Books, magazines, catalogues and sales literature in good condition and manufactured up until 1980.
● Collectable decorative items connected to cycling, such as badges and tax plates.

Not suitable are:
✘ Replica items/non-original items.

✘ Recently made items that are generally available.

✓



Examples of desired brands*

Bianchi (only 
high-end models)
BMC
Bowden
Bruce Gordon
Canyon
Cinelli
Colnago
Colson
Columbia
Columbine
Concorde
Coppi

Dayton
DeRosa
Eddy Merckx
Elgin
Gitane
Gloria
Hallmark
Hawthorne
Huffy
Jan Janssen
Koga Miyata
Kuota
LeJeune

 

Look
Louison Bobet
Masi
Mercier
Monark
Motobecane
Murray
Orbea
Pedersen
Peugeot
Pinarello
Raleigh
Ridley

 

Roadmaster
Rollfast
Schwinn
Scott
Sears Roebuck
Specialized
S-Works
Urago
Victor
Western Flyer
Wilier
Zielemann
Zullo

* This is a list of examples. We also accept brands that don’t appear in this list.

Shimano
Campagnolo
SRAM
FSA
Deda
Ritchey
Bontrager
Huret
Continental
Hutchinson
Vittoria 
Tacx
Reynolds
Columbus

Bicycles Bicycle Parts



Condition - Bicycles
Condition grade Frame and parts Paint and brightwork Drivetrain

1 - Excellent Almost like new or fully 
restored according to 
original specifications.

Only minor defects in paint and 
decals. No visible signs of 
mechanical wear. May have had 
a few high-quality repairs using 
original parts. No missing, broken 
or damaged parts.

Mechanically sound. Gear 
train and brakes work 
perfectly. Wheels straight 
with all spokes intact and 
tight, good tyres.

2 - Very good Frame and parts match 
original specifications, with 
small signs of wear.

Minor chips or scratches in paint 
and decals. Only slight 
mechanical wear. May have had 
some high-quality repairs. 

Mechanically sound. 
Everything works. Wheels 
straight with all spokes 
intact and tight, good 
tyres.

3 - Good Frame and parts match 
original specifications, with 
average signs of wear.

Shows signs of normal wear and 
usage. May require repair or 
replacement of parts. May have 
been repaired using newer parts.

Mechanically sound. May 
require maintenance. May 
require minor repairs. 
Wheels straight with no 
broken spokes. 



Condition - Bicycles
Condition grade Frame and parts Paint and brightwork Drivetrain

4 - Signs of wear, 
no serious damage

Frame and parts match 
original specifications, with 
clear signs of wear.

Shows signs of normal wear 
and usage. Requires 
maintenance. May require 
repair or replacement of 
parts.

Mechanically sound. Will 
require maintenance. Will 
require minor repairs to 
drivetrain, brakes and 
wheels.

5 - In need of 
restoration

Frame and parts match 
original specifications, but 
are modified or heavily worn. 
Needs repairs.

Requires (partial) repaint. 
Decals damaged or missing. 
Has some missing, 
non-original or damaged 
parts. 

Will require major repairs 
to drivetrain (chain, 
gears), brakes and 
wheels. Some parts need 
to be replaced.

6 - Poor Incomplete and/or damaged 
beyond repair.



Lot description

To help encourage potential buyers to bid on your 
lot, you should include a detailed description of 
your object(s). This should be thorough and 
honest, and should follow the guidelines below.

Submission Guidelines

Potential buyers are more likely to bid on lots with 
a good description, with all relevant information 
displayed clearly.



Description Guidelines 
If you use our website to upload your lots, fields will appear to give you guidance about what information we need to 
know about your lot. The fields you fill in present the information in a way that’s easy for the buyer to read and search 
by.

The required lot information includes:
● Brand
● Model type
● Frame size (see below)
● Year of manufacture
● Frame number (if available)
● Condition

Please describe the condition of the following parts:
● Frame, paintwork and decals
● Wheels, spokes and tyres
● Gears, shifting mechanism and chain
● Brakes, brake levers and cables
● Saddle, handlebars and other relevant parts such as lighting

In the description field, you should provide a full description of all aspects of the bicycle, including any signs of 
wear. The description must cover the following topics:
● Is the bicycle in good working order? 
● Has it had recent maintenance?
● Is it fitted with all original parts or has it been updated?

If you decide to set a reserve price, make sure to base it on the market value.



How to measure your bicycle:

A - Top tube (horizontal) (cm)

B - Seat tube (vertical) (cm)

C - Stem (cm)

W - Wheel size (inch)

S - Standover (cm)
      (from ground to top tube)

Description Guidelines 



Shipping
For bicycles, we recommend giving both the option to pick up from your location and the option to ship to the 
buyer. 

Giving the option to pick up is useful because a bicycle is a large, bulky item that can be difficult to ship.

However, we recommend also offering affordable shipping, because offering shipping opens your lot up to 
international buyers. 

If you include the option to have the bicycle shipped, include the costs as well so that bidders have a good idea of 
how much they’ll need to pay.



Photographs

To allow our experts, as well as our bidders, to get 
the right impression of an item, we need: 

● At least 12 high-quality photos.

● Photos showing a 360 degree view of the 
item.

● Photos showing important details, according 
to the guidelines below.

Image Guidelines

Including strong photographs is key to catching 
buyers’ attention, ensuring they bid on your lot.
 
Buying online means bidders don’t get a chance to 
see your lot in person. So detailed and high quality 
photographs are very important.



Image Guidelines - Suitable Images

Side profile - left and right
These should show 100% of the side of your 

bicycle.
Keep the camera 60cm above the floor.

¼ and ¾ view
Include these views for both the left and right side.

 They should show 25-75% of each side. 

● Photograph your clean bicycle in front of a neutral background.

● Provide images of the front, back, left and right.

● Take your photos in the early morning or late afternoon to get the best natural lighting.



Image Guidelines - Suitable Images

Close-up of relevant details
Make sure to photograph any blemishes and/or 

damages to avoid after-sale cancellations.

Front and back
Straight down the front and back line of the bicycle.

● Include close-ups of the following: both sides, the saddle, handlebars, brakes, gears, decals/badges and 
frame number.

● Provide images of any damage or parts that need work, as mentioned in the description



Unsuitable Images
✘ Avoid any people in the image.

✘ Avoid shadows and reflections, and don’t use flash.

✘ Don’t photograph parts that are not included in the lot.



Thank you.


